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■Abstract. 
: This qiialitatlve study sought to identify the non-­
medical home care needs of persons with Afbs involved with 
the In-Home Supportive Seryices Program (IH$S) in the 
RanGhp Cucamdnga service area of the San Bernardino Cppnty 
Department pf Agihg and Adult Seryices (N=6). The study 
das further direcjfca^^ IHSS respdhse to those needs ^  
The research concluded that the non-medical home care 
needs of piersons with AIDS replicate, for the most part, 
those of other chronically and terminally ill individuals 
and are adequately being met by IHSS within the limitations 
of the program. Some differences that did emerge in the 
research is the frailty and relatively short-term IHSS 
involvement of the AIDS client and the increased need for 
infection safety precautions. In addition, some difference 
in the service delivery of IHSS to persons with AIDS was 
noted. VVI ■ v: .i.v.. ' ; i;.;­
■<9.­
■ . 
■ ­
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 . ■ :y:-;:.'>Introduction 
The Vliterature describes the progressipn of the illness
 
of persons with AIDS (PWAs) on a continuum to include
 
iiidividuals who are "apparently Well, acutely ill> chronically
 
ill and termindily ill" {Bartlett and Finkbeiner, 1991;
 
Martin, 1988^, p. 468). Although most AIDS patie^ will
 
require acute care and/or hospitalization at some point in
 
their illness, AIDS is "eesentially a chronic illness that
 
requires pngoing patient care and monitoring to reduce
 
ihtehsive hospital stays and critical care needs" (Rbwe end
 
Ryan, 1987, p. 8). The progression of the symptoms and
 
impairments experienced by PWAs ultimately requires the need
 
for long term care, which, traditionally, for the chronically
 
and severely ill individual, has included the alternative of
 
the skilled nursing facility (Crystal, Merzel and Kurland,
 
1990).
 
The skilled nursing facility (SNF), however, does not
 
appear to be a viable option for most PWAs due to a variety
 
of reasons. ;One of these is the fear of contagion by SNF
 
staff, patients and families. Another is the fact that most
 
PWAs ultimately become MediCal dependent, while SNFs prefer
 
private pay patients (Crystal et al., 1990; Droeste, 1987;
 
Benjamin, 1988). Since SNFs usually operate near full
 
capacity with excessive demand, they can select the types
 
of patients and payers they want, which usually results
 
in the exclusion of PWAs (Crystal et al, 1990).
 
PWAs are also reluctant to enter SNFs for many reasons,
 
including those shared with other chronically ill. A
 
primary reason is concern regarding the quality of care,
 
while another is the concept of being warehoused for death
 
with an old population (Crystal et al., 1990).
 
According to FayeGulpepper-Carson> Inland AIDS Project,
 
since SNFs are likely to exclude the PWAs and San Bernardino
 
County does not have the alternatives of hospice or group
 
homes, which are available in the surrounding counties of
 
Los Angeles and Orange, ultimately, the only two alternatives
 
of care available to PWAs in San Bernardino County are acute
 
care hospitals or home care. In addition, as is true for
 
the elderly and other chronically ill individuals, recent
 
planning for AIDS care has been directed to a service system
 
that allows PWAS "to stay out of the hospital, remain at home
 
and function independently in the community for as long as
 
possible" (Benjamin,. 1988, p. 435).
 
Problem Statement
 
The literature indicates that most PWAs will eventually
 
become dependent on public assistance and/or MediCal
 
(Benjamin, 1988; Crystal and Jackson, 1989; Crystal et al.,
 
1990; Jacobson, Lindsey and Pascal, 1989). Accordingly, the
 
majority of PWAs will eventually need or become eligible for
 
In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS). As discussed herein, IHSS
 
is the publicly funded, non-medical home care program designed
 
to help the low income, functionally impaired individual.
 
remain safely at home. The care allotted under IHSS may
 
range from a few hours a week for light housekeeping,
 
laundry and shopping, to extensive personal care, including
 
such chores as bathing, dressing, bowel and bladder care,
 
feeding assistance, paramedical services and protective
 
supervision, up to a maximum total of 283 hours per month.
 
In San Bernardino County, the operation of the IHSS
 
program has receritiy changed from the Department of Public
 
Social Setvices (DPSS) to the newly formed iziepartnient of
 
Agihg and Adult Services (DAAS). After a referral or
 
application for service is received by DAAS, the perspective
 
IHSS recipient is assigned a social worker. The social
 
worker makes the initial needs assessment and allots hours
 
of IHSS service determined by the assessment. Periodic
 
evaluations are done on a yearly basis or as needed. Each
 
social worker works with a homemaker supervisor who assists
 
the client in locating a homemaker and fields a majority of
 
the client-homemaker problems.
 
Martin (1988, p. 465) states that the traditional
 
in-home care patient has one or two physical and social
 
complications which only require intervention on an
 
intermittent basis, while PWAs have "three or four
 
opportunistic infections, a complicated social history and
 
extensive psychological needs," This necessitates adjustments
 
to "care plans more frequently that is the case with most
 
other long-term-care patients"(Crystal, et al., 1990).
 
Crystal et al. (1990) also state that because of the
 
complications of the illness, the need for high-tech home
 
care services is more frequent. AIDS clients on IHSS
 
may also need more assistance in the early stages of the
 
illness to sort through eligibility for various resources,
 
as well as in the terminal stages, when their emotional
 
needs may also be greater (Martin, 1988).
 
The provider question, always difficult, may become
 
even more so with the PWAs, with fear of Cprttagiort and other
 
issues entering the picture. Faye Culpepper-Carson states
 
that> while family members usually come forth to care for
 
the AIDS gay client, this is not true of the individual
 
whose infection source is IV drug use as this individual has
 
most likely "burnt up" his family and resdurCes from past
 
behavior.
 
According to McDonell, Abell and Miller (1991),
 
attribution of responsibility for acquiring AIDS^ fehr
 
stigma and transmission, as well as historical famiiy
 
patterns of interaction and response to crises all impact
 
on the family's willingness to act as care prpvider and
 
on the quality of care provided. Pearlin (1988)' adds that
 
when family members or friends act as caregivers, the
 
prior relationship may change or be redefined which can
 
result in conflict and/or resentment. When speaking about
 
families of PWAs, many in the literature have expanded
 
the definition to include lovers, friends and Significarit
 
others as well as the nuGlear biological fainily (McDonnell
 
et al., 1991; Gates, Graham, Boeling and Tielker, 1990).
 
Literature Review
 
A review of the literature reveals that most of the
 
AIDS literature deals with disease epidemiology and medical
 
care and costs rather than service delivery (Jacobson et al.,
 
1989). The literature on home care is usually limited to a
 
discussion of home health care rather than non-medical home
 
care (Blanchet, 1988; Droeste, 1987; Jacobson et al., 1989;
 
Smits, Mansfield and Singh, 1990), with the exception
 
of pilot AIDS programs (Crystal et al., 1990; Little, Long
 
and Kehoe, 1990). Yet, it is non-medical home care or
 
homemaker attendant care which meets the individual's
 
practical needs of every day living that allows the person
 
with AIDS to remain at home and "constitutes the largest
 
number of hours of service provided" (Katoff, 1992, p. 237;
 
Little, et al., 1990).
 
This research sought to explore this relatively new
 
service field,which is projected to grow as the AIDS
 
population increases, to answer the question:
 
What are the service needs of the IHSS recipient
 
with AIDS and how are they being met?
 
It was hoped that this post-positivist qualitative field
 
study would benefit the direct practitioner as well as
 
the community worker and administrator as it identified
 
possible service gaps and unmet needs as well as the
 
adaptability of the IHSS program in meeting the needs of
 
pwAs>\. ''r
 
Research Design and Methods
 
The purpose of this exploratory study was to examine
 
the success of the IHSS program in meeting the needs of
 
the AIDS recipient. It attempted to identify and explore
 
problem areas and unmet needs, including provider and
 
family issues as they related to the service delivery of
 
IHSS to PWAs in an attempt to discover:
 
What are the service needs of the IHSS recipient
 
with Aids and how are they being met?
 
Is the current IHSS method of service delivery
 
appropriate to persons with AIDS?
 
What provider issues confront the IHSS recipient
 
with AIDS?
 
What role does the family play in the service
 
delivery of IHSS to persons with AIDS?
 
This exploratory study employed a post-positivist
 
method of inquiry, using the qualitative methods of
 
participant observation and individual field interviews,
 
augmented by analysis of IHSS service files, including
 
IHSS assessment and enrollment forms (Appendix A).
 
Scope ­
This research was limited to the Rancho Cucamonga
 
service area of the San Bernadino County Department of
 
of Aging and Adult Services (formerly Department of Public
 
Social Services), which currently encompasses the cities
 
of Rialto, Fbntana, Bloomington, Lytle Creek, Rancho
 
Cucamonga, Montclair, Upland, Ontario and Chino. The
 
IHSS recipients with AIDS usually averages 20 open cases
 
in this service area. The population fluctuates due to
 
deaths, changes of residence and other reasons. Because
 
of this relatively small population, the research sought to
 
include all open IHSS cases involving PWAs, which, at the
 
start of data collection, numbered 17. Three other cases
 
were opened during data collection and these were also
 
invited to participate in the research. The research
 
also attempted to include caregivers, whether family
 
mem:bers or unrelated IHSS providers. The data collection
 
period was limited to a ten week period and was done by
 
one researcher.
 
There is currently one Supervising Social Worker in
 
the Rancho Cucamonga Service area who is the caseworker
 
for all IHSS cases involving PWAs in the service area.
 
This Supervising Social Worker was utilized to gain the
 
participation of the target population in this research.
 
At the end of the research, this Social Worker was also
 
interviewed (See Appendix B for interview content)
 
to answer questions raised in the research and for his
 
input and expertise with the research content.
 
Data Collection
 
Initially, an invitation letter (Appendix C) and consent
 
(Appendix D) were sent to all 17 IHSS recipients with AIDS,
 
under the signature of the Social Worker, describing the
 
research and inviting participation. When no responses were
 
received to this mailing after a two to three week period,
 
the Social Worker began to remind clients about the research
 
and to question their willingness to participate as they
 
contacted him for other matters. Through his efforts, the
 
participation of a mother and her 18 month old child was
 
obtained as well as a new recipient who had been placed on
 
service at or about the time of the initial mailing and^
 
because his case was being processed for service, had been
 
overlooked in the initial invitation mailing.
 
When no other responses were received, the researcher
 
sent out another letter requesting participation (Appendix E),
 
again under the signature of the Social Worker, but this
 
time offering a movie pass (Appendix F) as an inducement to
 
participation in this research. This researcher received
 
four responses to this second letter, all agreeing to
 
participate. Of these four, one was hospitalized and
 
subsequently died before a scheduled appointment for an
 
interview took place.
 
In addition, the Social Worker also heard from two other
 
recipients declining participation. One reported he was in
 
remission and no longer needed IHSS, and the other declined
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to participate because he was mourning the death of an uncle
 
from AIDS and did hot feel he could discuss the illness at
 
the time. Two new cases were opened at this time and
 
invitation letters were mailed to these recipients. Another
 
of the original 17 PWAs initially contacted for this research
 
also died during this period.
 
In summary, of the total target population of 20,
 
2 died during the data collection period, 2 responded but
 
declined to participate and 6 agreed to participate.
 
Although all IHSS recipients with AIDS participating in the
 
research were willing to have their homemakers interviewed,
 
only two homemakers agreed to participate. One of these was
 
a sister/aunt to the mother/child dyad. No other family
 
members participated. The sister/aunt homemaker chose to be
 
interviewed by telephone. All other interviews were
 
conducted in the home of the participant, by appointment
 
Instruments
 
The researcher had anticipated that the questions
 
devised for the interview of the IHSS recipient with AIDS
 
(Appendix G, Part 2) would act as guidelines and that, in
 
the actual interview sessions, open ended responses would
 
elicit other questions and information. This, in fact, did
 
not frequently happen and the home interview consisted, for
 
the most part, of the questions on Appendix G, Part 2, and
 
the Assessment of Client Functioning, Part 1. This was
 
due, in part, to the frailty of the population and the
 
efforts of the interviewer to be as unobtrusive as possible.
 
The interviews of the IHSS recipients were approximately one
 
hour in duration.
 
Questions regarding psychological well-being and
 
quality of life, suggested by Rinke (1987), were initiaily
 
proposed to be included in the interview of the PWAs but
 
were eliminated prior to the interviews as not being
 
pertinent to the research, with the exception of question
 
23, (Appendix G, Part 2) regarding sufficiency of privacy.
 
For this same reason, questions regarding contagion source
 
and lifestyle were also avoided but this information
 
emerged voluntarily in the interview. Other questions
 
were also deleted after the first participant interview as
 
being repetitious, irrelevant or not applicable. Interview
 
time of the collateral participants was much shorter and
 
the interviews consisted of the questions indicated in
 
Appendix IH and I. After the first interviews with the
 
family member and the IHSS provider, these appendices yere
 
also adjusted, with some deletions and additional questions
 
regarding agency interaction included. Unfortunately, no
 
other family members or providers participated and, thus,
 
the adjusted instruments were not utilized.
 
Results
 
The data obtained from participant observation and
 
interviews was categorized and analyzed using the qualitative
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methods of open and selective coding. Information gained
 
from collateral contacts and case service records was
 
Similarly categorized and analyzed to further verify and
 
clarify participant report and to identify IHSS service
 
needs and agency response thereto. Demographic information
 
from the State of California and the San Bernardino County
 
Public Health Department was also utilized in the analysis
 
of the data to give some perspective of the relationship
 
of the research population to the general IHSS and AIDS
 
population in the service area of San Bernardino County.
 
Demographic Characteristics
 
An initial step in the analysis was to establish the
 
demographic characteristics of the research population. As
 
Table 1 indicates, the greatest number of participants in
 
the research were white males, with probable AIDS infection
 
source being male to male sex. All lived in a shared
 
living situation, whether with an IHSS live-in provider or
 
otherwise. This included the mother and minor child, who
 
lived with each other. Of the three who lived with their
 
provider, two were categorized as having a live-in provider,
 
while the third was designated as a shared living arrangement.
 
All but one of the participants stated that the present
 
living situation was better than the last one previous.
 
For example, one related that he had been homeless prior
 
to the present living situation and two related they had
 
been living with a parent in a crowded situation.
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TABLE 1.
 
Demographic Characteristics
 
N
 
- 2 years 1 
20-29 years 2 
30-39 years 1 
40-49 years 2 
Sex N
 
Male
 5
 
Female 1
 
Referral Source N
 
Self 3
 
Family 2
 
AIDS Project 1
 
Income N
 
SSI 3
 
SSI/SSA 2
 
SSA-Share of
 
Cost 1
 
Relationship to Provider
 
Family member
 
Non-related friend
 
No previous relationship
 
Without IHSS
 
Recipient at Risk
 
Recipient will require
 
non-medical out of home
 
placement
 
(N^6) 
Ethnicity N 
White (Not of Hispanic 3 
Origin) 
Hispanic 1 
Black 2 
Living Arrangement N 
Live-in provider 2 
Shared with provider 1 
Shared with non-provider 3 
Length of IHSS Involvement N 
0-2 months 1 
3-7 months 3 
23 months 2 
Probable Infection Source N 
Male/Male 3 
Male/Male/IDU 1 
Heterosexual/Male IDU 1 
Perinatal Transmission 1 
N 
3 
2 
1 
N 
5 
1 
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Five of the 6 reoipients received Social Security
 
Supplemental Income (SSI) or a combination SSI and Social
 
Security Administration Disability (SSA) which made them
 
status eligible for IHSS with no share of cost. Only one
 
of the participants received enough income from SSA to
 
make him income eligible for IHSS with a share of cost of
 
$96.00. Ironically, this was the individual who reported the
 
least stable lifestyle, disclosing that he had been a constant
 
runaway as a youth, as well as a male prostitute and
 
injection drug user.
 
Most of the referrals or requests for service were
 
initiated by the recipient or her/his family. The length of
 
time on IHSS service ranged from two months to 23 months.
 
When questioned on average length of IHSS service involvement
 
for AIDS clients, the Social Worker indicated that it varied
 
but noted that he is now finding that length of IHSS
 
involvement has increased from less than one year to two years
 
or more for a growing number of PWAS, When questioned further
 
if he could attribute this to the fact that this population
 
was asking for help sooner, the Social Worker responded
 
negatively, and added that many call IHSS only after being
 
referred by Hospice. Instead, the Social Worker hypothesized
 
that improved medications are extending the life of this
 
population.
 
Four of the 6 recipients with AIDS were very frail, with
 
two reporting T-Cell counts of less than 10, with the normal
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T-Cell count being 800 to 1400. Two usually were dependent
 
on a walking aid. All reported varying severity of multiple
 
symptoms or opportunistic illnesses. All reported that their
 
physical condition varied to the extent that sometimes they
 
were unable to get out of bed. The Social Worker rated 5 of
 
the recipients as at-risk without IHSS and 1 as requiring
 
non-medical out-of-home care without IHSS.
 
Although three of the recipients indicated that they had
 
been hospitalized at least one time since being on IHSS, only
 
one indicated that receipt of IHSS was a factor in being
 
released home. None of the recipients had ever been in a
 
SNF nor felt themselves in immediate danger of being placed
 
in a SNF.
 
Five of the 6 recipients reported mental deterioration/
 
demonstrated by forgetfulness and memory loss. The mothef
 
of the 18 month old recipient related that it is difficult
 
to determine if there has been mental impairment because the
 
toddler has no language and developmental milestones are still
 
open to interpretation.
 
All of the residences were adequately to extremely clean
 
as was the personal appearance and grooming of the participants.
 
Service Needs
 
As noted, participant report as well as IHSS assessment
 
forms were utilized to ascertain the service needs of this
 
population. Table 2 describes the allotment of IHSS hours
 
for various service needs. To be further noted is the fact
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that there are certain time guidelines to be folloWed to
 
determine hourly needs. For example, the maximum time
 
allotted for domestic service under IHSS is 4.11 hours per
 
month. If there are others in the home, this amoiint is
 
normally prorated by the number sharing the home. This
 
proration is also applicable for related services, which
 
inclu(aes meal preparatibn a:hd clbanup and shopping. A
 
live—in provider arrangement is exempt from this proration.
 
TABLE 2
 
IHSS Service Hours
 
(N=6)
 
Service N IHSS Monthly Hours Percentage
 
Domestic Service 6 14.55 3%
 
Related Service
 
Meal Preparation and
 
Cleanup and Shopping 6 153.31 33%
 
i Laundry 6 15.69 3%
 
Total Related Service
 169.00 39%
 
Personal Care
 
Bowel and Bladder 5
 61.23 13%
 
Bathing 5 44.12 9%
 
Feeding 2 30.31 6%
 
Dressing 4 22.13 5%
 
Ambulation
 1 12.12 3%
 
7.14 2%
In and out of bed 2
 
1 7.14 2%
Skin Rubs
 
Respiration 1 1.08 -1%
 
Total Personal Care
 185.27 39%
 
1 28.15 6%
Paramedical Service
 
Medical Transportation 6 73.62 16%
 
470.59 100%
TOTAL MONTHLY IHSS HOURS
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Domestic serviGe hours were prorated for 4 of the
 
population of 6. Related service hours were prorated in 4
 
cases as well. None of the other services were prorated or
 
adjusted and the hours assessed as individual needs were the
 
hours authorized to be purchased and provided by IHSS.
 
Personal care comprised the largest number of hours,
 
with bowel and bladder being the highest percentage of
 
these hours, followed by bathing help. Meal prepaJ^ation
 
and cleanup and shopping comprised the next largest service
 
need. This seems to indicate that IHSS is required by PWAs
 
for the very basic needs and activities of daily living.
 
All 6 participants indicated that they had no unmet
 
service needs. Yet 5 indicated that they did not feel that
 
the provider was allotted enough service hours for the care
 
they were providing, especially in lieu of the fact that
 
sometimes they required and received more care due to their
 
up and down condition. When the Social Worker was
 
questioned on this point, he indicated that it is standard
 
IHSS practice to assess for down time and average out the
 
hours. In addition, if the condition changes significantly
 
from the assessment, clients are advised to call and do so.
 
Neither of the two homemakers interviewed indicated that they
 
felt that they consistently did more than allotted. One
 
stated that because the condition fluctuates, on occasion
 
she might do more than allotted but it evens out because
 
at other times the recipient is able to do more for herself.
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Although the response time to the request for service
 
varied from 3 working days to 12 working days or more, all
 
of the recipients reported that they rated the response to
 
their request for service as very prompt. When questioned
 
if the response time for these clients is faster than other
 
client referrals, the Social Worker indicated that he does
 
try to respond more quickly to referrals involving PWAs
 
because he recognizes that this population is very fragile.
 
Four of the recipients had had increases to their
 
initial IHSS assessed hours. Of these, one had one
 
increase, two had two increases and one had three increases.
 
All of the recipients rated the treatment they had
 
received from the Social Worker and the department as
 
"excellent" to "good". Only one of the recipients had
 
complaints about his homemaker whom he rated as a bit
 
irresponsible but indicated that he was willing to put up
 
with this because he provided him with companionship and
 
shpport which he rated higher than job performance. It is
 
to be noted that this was the recipient who had no previous
 
relationship with his provider and was only involved through
 
IHSS...  . . .
 
When questioned whether the standard of care and
 
cleanliness was up to their standards, all but one indicated
 
that it was at their standard or better.
 
One recipient indicated that she felt that the IHSS
 
department should monitor the situation more closely and have
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more contact, as did one homemaker, not involved with this
 
client. The two recipients on service the longest felt thatv
 
follow up was adequate and felt the IHSS Social Worker was
 
adequately involved.
 
Safety precautibns against infection may be more of an
 
issue with the IHSS recipient with AIDS tharl otherwise.
 
When questioned regarding precautions taken, most responded
 
that cleanliness of person and environment was stressed.
 
This was visually verified. In addition, the provider tries
 
to stay away if s/he is ill and ensures that visitors are
 
not allowed if they are ill. The homemaker for the mother/
 
child dyad reported that she will take the child home with
 
her when the mother is manifesting symptoms that might be an
 
infection source for the child.
 
Provider Issue
 
Of the problems involved with the service delivery to
 
this population, the Social Worker indicated that the most
 
difficult was finding providers who were willing to work
 
with the AIDS client. The service records in the research
 
population indicated that all had their own provider at the
 
time of the initial assessment. Four of these have had the
 
same homemaker since being on service in San Bernardino
 
County. Of the remaining two, 1 has had four homemakers
 
during his 23 month IHSS involvement and 1 has had two
 
homemakers during 7 months of IHSS involvement. In addition,
 
the latter individual indicated that two other persons had
 
eommitted to be his homemaker but never showed up or became
 
involved with the program. Although neither of the :
 
recipients gave their AIDS diagnosis as a reason why their
 
homemaker terminated or declined to become involved, there
 
was evidence in the service file that this was the case in at
 
least one of the situations.
 
Family Involvement
 
As noted, family members acted as the IHSS provider in
 
3 of the cases in our research sample. In another of the
 
cases, the father provided medical transportation. In
 
another case, a sister had initially tried to help care for
 
the client but was acting as IHSS provider to an elderly
 
mother and could not continue to provide care. In summary,
 
in 50% of our sample, a family member acted as the primary
 
provider and in another case the family member supplemented
 
IhSS by providing medical transportation. When guestioned
 
regarding the impact on the family relationship, all
 
recipients indicated that the relatiohship was better and
 
closer than it had been. This sentiment was also voiced by
 
the one family member participating in the research, and was:
 
also the judgment in the Cases where a long term friend
 
acted as IHSS provider.
 
Discussion
 
The research findings appear to point to the conclusion
 
that the non-medical home care needs of the IHSS recipient
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with AIDS, encompassing assistan with every aGtivity of
 
daily living, replicate those of other chronically and
 
terminally ill individuals oh IHSS, and, further, that those
 
needs are being met within the limitations of that program.
 
One possible difference that does emerge that may be nbted
 
here is, due to the high susceptibility of this population
 
to infection, there may be a stronger need for cleanliness
 
of person and environmenty Traditionally, the allotment
 
for domestic service within the IHSS prbgram has been low
 
since the purpose of the program is not so much housekeeping
 
help but provision of service to meet the very basic needs
 
of daily living to prevent the recipient from beihg p^^^
 
at-risk. For the AIDS client, cleanliness may become an
 
at-risk issue und, aGCordingly> the aliotment of IHSS hours
 
for domestic service for PWAs
 
Another coneeivable difference between PWAs and other
 
chronicaily ill on IHSS may be the relatively short term
 
IHSS invdlvement of the PWAs, even though the Social Worker
 
indicated that this may be Ghangingy A follow up on the
 
research sample six months after data cbllection indicated
 
that 2 of the research sample of 6 h^'^ tjofh of whbm
 
were each involved with IHSS fpr only an 8 month period.
 
Of the targeted population Of 20, 7 (35%) had died during
 
the same six month period. This emphasizes the frailty of
 
this population and that the need for expediency of service
 
may be greater than for other IHSS clients.
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However, the most significant difference appears to be
 
in the manner in which the AIDS client on IHSS is perceived.
 
This is poignantly demonstrated by the fact that all AIDS
 
cases are essentially segregated and assigned to one worker.
 
When questioned about this practice, the Social Worker
 
indicated that he had initially taken all AIDS cases in the
 
service area because no one else wanted to do so and, sinee
 
he knew these clients were being rejected by family, agencies
 
and others/ he wanted to prevent a further rejection. In
 
addition, the Social Worker indicated that, as he became
 
more involved, he gained expertise in this field and became
 
more readily able to recognize service needs.
 
From client report, it does not appear that the PWAs
 
have been detrimentally impacted by this segregation. In
 
fact, the opposite may be true. More than one of the
 
participants expressed their appreciation for the accepting
 
manner in which they were treated, and all expressed
 
satisfaction or praise for the IHSS response to their needs.
 
Yet one has misgivings about a practice that arbitrarily
 
segregates a population from the mainstream. Separate but
 
equal, or even separate but superior, would not appear to
 
have a place in current social work practice. In addition,
 
current research is fairly conclusive that casual contact,
 
such as that between social worker/client is not a source of
 
infection. This apparent fear among the staff involved with
 
IHSS service delivery would appear to dictate the need for
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education and training among these workers.
 
Although this study did not explore if the psyehological
 
needs of the AIDS population on IHSS are greater or different
 
than others on IHSS, it did emerge that there are counseling
 
needsv some of which may be shared with other terminally ill
 
on the program. These include issues of denial and death
 
and dying. Others may be unique to the AIDS client. For
 
example, the mother in the study was not only dealing with
 
death and dying issues herself, but was also haying to cope
 
with these in regards to her child. In addition, she was
 
faced with the issue of yho wbulid die first and the
 
anguish of transmission. Only one of the subjects in the
 
sample was actively involved with a suf^ort group. The
 
most cited reasoiy for not being in counseling or a support
 
group was access tbs^ to lack of transportation
 
or a weakened physical state. The research supports the
 
need for in-home counseling that would probably have to be
 
served by a community resource as it appears to be out of the
 
realm of the IHSS program.
 
Provider Issue
 
The data was too limited to make an accurate assessment
 
of provider issues or to determine if the provider issues
 
facing PWAs are different from the general IHSS population.
 
The following points regarding providers did emerge from
 
the research and are noted here. The providers involved in
 
the research had educated themselves by reading the literature
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on AIDS and felt adequately prepared to care for the AIDS
 
client. This might not be universally true and education
 
might be indicated for providers of this population. The
 
recipient who expressed the most dissatisfaction with his
 
homemaker was the only one who had no prior relationship
 
with his provider. Dissatisfaction with the rate of pay and
 
the length of time to receive pay checks was also expressed
 
biit these may be common complaints among IHSS providers
 
and, in all fairness^ were expressed by recipients in
 
support of their providers.
 
Limitations
 
The small sample size does appear to limit the
 
generalization of the research findings. After all, even
 
though the sample is 30% of the current AIDS population on
 
IHSS in the service area, current demographic information
 
from the San Bernardino County Department of Public Health
 
would indicate that this is less than 5% of the AIDS
 
population in the Rancho Cucamonga service area. (March 1993
 
statistical information frcsn. the State of California indicates
 
that there are currently 3,104 open IHSS cases in the
 
Rancho Cucamonga service area, making the average of 20
 
cases involving PWAs less than 1% (,006) of the total IHSS
 
cases in the service area.) On the other hand, it is felt
 
that the research sample is fairly representative of the
 
general AIDS population in the area and that the symptoms
 
and needs described are also indicative of the general IHSS
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needs of PWAs, although, of course, this exploratory study
 
cannot be considered conclusive on this subject.
 
Another possible limitation to the generalization of
 
this research might be the fact that only one social worker
 
was involved in the service delivery. One could argue that
 
the research emerges as merely an assessment of that social
 
worker's performance. On the other hand, the assessment
 
methods and allotment of IHSS service hours are standardized
 
and fairly rigid and should, in theory, not differ greatly
 
among workers, even allowing for practice methodology
 
differences. In addition, the provider also has an effect
 
on service delivery and the providers were varied in the
 
research sample. Despite the qualifications regarding the
 
generalization of the research and the concerns regarding
 
service delivery, it does appear that the safety of PWAs
 
is being provided and out-of-home placement avoided, because
 
of the implementation of IHSS. Furthermore, the IHSS program-

appears to be as receptive to the needs of PWAs in the
 
RanchoGucamonga service area as other recipients of the
 
program.
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S;«r9 of CaiifOT'a • tn end Vv'?:!c.'e Acerc/• iN-HO'/E SUPPORTIVE SERVICES ASSESSMENT
 
Caaartnent of Soc-ai Sr'."ces
 
BIRTMOATE
 
MONTH DAY
AlOGOOE SOCIAL SECUfllTV NO:
PEaPIENTf SEQ#
atvf
 
(2) (3) (<) (5) M F («)
A 0)
 
FIRST NAME
 
(3)
 
STATE
 
(3J (4)
(2)
(1)
 
GUARDIAN/COAISERVATOR
TELEPHONE# DIS.PREP.
 
0) (2) (3) (4>
 
CITY STATE ZIPCKSDEACT
 
. ..sTREET
 
(3) (4)
(2)
(1)
 
HiC.7lRR.f ■ FBU.#ETHNIC OTH./COV. SSNV
STATUS PRIM.DIAG. CITIZEN LANO;
 
0) (2) (3) (4rV;.':-,:,T (5) (6) (7) : (8> (9)
 I
 
WASHER DRYER STOVE REFRIO.
«ROOMS YARD
SPOUSE/PARENT
 
(3) (5) (6) (7)Y N (8)Y N Y N Y N Y N
Q 1(1) (2)
 
Jill
 
DEDUCT COUNTABLEINCOME
SOURCE INCOME
SHAREOFCOST date UNK DEP
 
0) (2) (3) .(4>r' (5)
1 . 1
3•" -­
BENEFIT CODE / LEVEL 
SOURCE INCOME : 01EDUCT
 
1 1 1 (3)(1)
 
1
 ■4 
SHARE OF COST 
(2)(1) 1 1 5 1 . 1
(3> 
2 
RECOVERYhours MODE RATEMODE RATE 
(1) 1 C2) m 
HOURS SHARE OF COST TYPE PAY ACT BEGINNING DATE ENDING DATE GROSS AMOUNT MODE RATE OPT 
1 1 
1
D
 
1 1
 
(T) (8>m(t) (2)- ■ m (it 
1 
0
 
I 1
 
(81 (7» m m «) (S)(1) (2) 
1 1 
1
D 
1 I 
(8) 
, .
m 
n) (2) ■ ■ (3) w (SI 
(2) (3) (4) 
SERVICE WORKER PHONE «SERVICE WORKER NAME 
(4) 
ALERT MESSAGE
 
NOA MESSAGE
 
S AUTHORIZATION:
 
T VALIDATION:
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-T,f. Cai.Jornia - reai;h & Wei'afe.Aoencv T Deoartment of Soc.ai Ser/xes i 
last name &# 
ADJUSTMENTS INDIVIDUAL 
ASSESSED 
NEED 
ALTERNATIVE 
RESOURCES 
^ 
■ 
AUTH 
TO BE 
PURCH 
UNMET 
NEED 
COUNTY 
USE 
AA- Domestic Services 
* Preparation of Meals 
CC. Meal Clean Up 
DD 
I ■ ." 
Routihe Laundry, Etc. 
Shopping for Food 
• Fr 
Other Shopping 
& Errands 
- 1 G3. Heavy Cleaning 
« Respiration 
; l i * , Bowel & Bladder Care 
» Feeding 
Routine Bed Baths 
Dressing 
w ♦ Menstrual Care 
Ambulatioh 
Moving In/Out of 
Bed 
» 
Bathing. Oral Hygiene. 
Grooming 
Rubbing Skin, 
Repositiphihg,Etc. 
Care and Asisistance 
with Prosthesis 
i 
AccompanimentTo 
Medical Appointment 
Accompaniment To 
Alternative Resources 
Remove Grass 
Weeds,Rubbish 
A'i : Remove Ice,Show 
; V.V/ Protective Supervision 
Teaching & 
Demonstration 
>7 * Paramedical Services 
NOA 
(1) M C N 
RSN.CO. 
(2y 
MEAL MRS(BB+.00+EE) ^ 
(2) ; (3) 
see.2=2 \V3-.):3 FA.RT 
MO.HRS. 
.(4) ■ 
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state of Galifornia -Health & Welfare Agency
 
Department of Social Services
 
PROVIDER ELIGIBILITY UPDATE

IN-HOME SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
 RECIPIENT NAME
SEO.'
 
COUNTY
 frovidea number
 
(3)
 
(h
 
ETHNIC
 
lastname
 
STATUS
 
w E L D X {5) (6)
 
B
 
ZIPCODE'CT
 
STREET
 
STATE
 
(3)
 
: BIRTHDATfe i
SEX ;
 
SOCIAL SECURITY ■ month day YEAR
DED..EXEMPT
 
P S C BO {6>
 
D (4)M F
 
Offflov.:
REL OP PROV
COUNTY USE
 
(2)

E
 
RATa. ,.': SPLIT SHIFT
 
. AlitiON . • :
 
SHARE/eOSTv

EEGINNING DATE enOing date HOURS
 
(7) (8)
 
(31 (4) 1 (5) 1 (6) 1
 (1) DEL (21
 
(6Kr (7) (8)
 
(1) CEL
 
(7)
(3) 1 (5) 1 (6) 1 (8)
 (T) DEL (21
 
PSrviDER NUMBER
 
ethnic
STATUSr
 
.4, E L D X (51 (6T
 
ZIP CODE CT
STATE
 
(3) (4)
 
BIRTHDATE W-S .W-4:
 
SOCIAL security• MONTH DAY ;VEAR
 
TELEPHONE" SEX \
DEO EXEMPT ..
 
P S C B O (7)

,4,M F
 
RECOVERY
PEL OF Paov
 
(2)
 
SPLITSHIFT
 
. ACTION BEGINNING DATE
 
SHARE/COST RATE
HOURS
ENDING DATE
 
(8)
 
1 
(7)
(6) j

(h DEL (2) l3»
 i
 
(8)
(7)

G (2> (31 / / r: ■ (4) j (6) 1 (1) OEL
 
(7) (8)
(4) 1 (5) j (6) 1
H (3)
(1) DEL (2)
 
COUNTY VALIDATION
 
, DATE
authorization
 
validation
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AID CODE (Field A-3)
 
10 - Aged, Status Eligible
 
18 - Aged, Income Eligible
 
20 - Blind, Status Eligible
 
28;- 81ind, Income Eligible
 
60 - Disabled, Status Eligible
 
68 <*01sabled, income Eligible
 
ETHNIC CODE (Field F-3)
 
1 White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
 
2 - Hispanic
 
3 - Black (Not of Hispanic Origin)
 
^ - Asian or Pacific Islander
 
5 ^ American Indian or Alaskan Native
 
7 - Filipino
 
SPOUSE/PARENT CODE (Field C-1)
 
00 - None - Recipient lives alone 
11 r Spouse - Able and Available 
12 r Spouse - Able/Partially Available 
13 r Spouse - Able/Not Available 
14 -^ Spouse - Available/Not Able 
15 - Spouse - IHSS Recipient 
21 ■^ Parent - Provides All Services 
22 - Parent - Provides Some Services 
23 - Parent '^ Provides No Services 
24 - Parent - IHSS Recipient 
SOC 293 CODE SHEET
 
STATUS CODE (Field Fl) 
R - Record - Pending Application
I - Interim eligibility - PE 
E - Eligible - Regular Approval or Confirm PE 
L - Leave - Temporary Suspension
D -' Discontinue/Deny
X - Delete Erroneous Record 
LANGUAGE CODE (Field F-4) 
1 - Spanish* 
2 - Chinese 
3 - Japanese 
4 - Korean 
5 - Filipino (Tagalog)
6 - Other Non-English
7 - English 
8 - Vietnamese 
♦Notice of Action wi11 be issued in Spahish 
RESIDENCE - TYPE OF DWELLING CODE (Field G-4) 
01 - House 
02 - Apartment 
03 Mobile Home 
04 - Hotel 
05 - Other 
LIVING ARRANGEMENT CODE (Field G-5) 
01 Independent 
02 Shared 
03 Live-lnTProvider 
04 Tenant/Landlord 
05 Board and Room 
NOTE: Number in Household (G-2) and Number Recipients (C-3) are two digit fields: therefore,
'leading 0*s are required. 
FUNCTiONAL LIMiTATIONS CODES (Field H-1) 
(Use Only One) 
A, 	 Physical Functioning 
1 « With Ease 
2 " Some Difficulty
3 « Very Difficult 
4 » With Human Support
5 " With Appliance 
6 - Not At All 
Mental/Emotional Functioning 
'	 No Problem 
Moderate or 1ntermediate Problem 
Severe Problem 
WITHOUT IHSS CODES (Field H-2) 
2 - Recipient at Risk 
3 - Will Require Non-Medical Out Of Home Care 
4 - Will Require Medical Out Of Home Care 
5 - Wil1 Become Unemployed 
NEED PROVIDER (Field H-3) 
OO - Recipient HasOwn Resources 
11r Recipient Needs Help Finding Provider 
NOTE. Share of Cost/Countable Income Fields are used only in Income Eligible (IE) cases. At least 
Fields l-(1), l-(3) and J-4 (Code) are required for all lE's in order to issue a correct 
Notice of Action. To obtain an automated Countable Tncome Computation, Fields 1(1) and (2).
and J(1); and J(3); K(2ll and L(2) as applicable must be comoleted. 
LINK CODE (Field J-1) (Use 1 or 2) 
01 - IHSS Individual 
02 - IHSS Individual/Linked Spouse
03 r IHSS Individual/Non-Linked Spouse
04 - IHSS Indlvidual/Non-Linked Parentj
05 - IHSS Indlvidual/Non-Linked Parents 
SOURCE CODE (Fields 1(2), J(3), K(2), L(2)) 
01 - RSDI t Recipient
02 - VA - Recipient
04 - Railroad Retirement - Recipient
05 - Other Pension - Recipient
06 - Other Unearned - Recipient
07 - Earned - Recipient
08 - Spouse/Parent - Unearned 
09 - Spouse/Parent - Earned 
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SOC 293 CODE SHEET
 
PACE "HifO
 
BENEFIT CODE (FleVd J-»)
 
Individual Aged Or Disabled - Oro Home
 
Individual 81ind - Own Home
 
Individual Disabled Minor r CVm Home
 
Individual Aged Or Disabled - Household
 
Of Another ..
 
individual 81ihd - Household Of Another
 
Individual Disabled Minor - Household
 
Of Another .
 
7 - Individual Aged Or Disabled - Independent
Living Without Cooking Facilities
 
8 - Couple Aged Or Disabled •(Vn Home
 
9 - Couple 81ind - Own Home
 
10 - Couple 81ind/Aged Or Pisabled - Own H^
 
11 - Cduplei^^^ Household Of
 
■■^Another:^; . .
 
12 - Couple B1^nd - Household Of Another
 
13 - Couple 81ind/Aged Or Disabled ­
Household Of Another
 
lA Couple Aged Or Disabled r Independent
Living Without Cooking Facilities
 
15 Couple Aged Or Disabled .Own Home,
 
•Per Person 
.o ^Couple Blind - Own Home, Per Person16
17 - Coup1e 81ind/Aged Or Disabled r Own
 
Home, Per Person
 
18 - Couple Aged Or Disabled - Without
 
Cooking Facilities, Per Person19 - Couple Aged or Disabled - Household
 
Of Another, Per Person
 
20 - Couple 81ind. Aged Or Disabled ­
Household Of Another, Per Person
 
21 - Couple 81indsj Aged Or Disabled ­Household Of Another^ Per Person 
REFERRAL CODE (Field P-2) 
1 - Self

2 - Linkages Program ^
 
3 - Multipurpose Senior Servives Center
 
A - Adult Day Health Care Center
 
5 - Early Hospital Discharge (Diagnostically
Related Groups ,
6 - Preadmission Screening/Gatekeeper

7 - Reported Adult Abuse
 
a - County Social Service Worker
 
9 r County Eligibility Worker
10 - Medi-Cal Review (A8 3398) 
11 '^Physician ^ 
12 Mental Health Department
13 - Health Services Department
1A - Rehabilitation Departmeht
15 - Regional Center 
16 - Hospital Discharge PIanner 
17 - Skilled Nursing Facility Discharge
18 Intermediate Care Facility Discharge
 
19 - Comnunity Care Facility

20 - Area Agency Oh Aging

21 -Senior Day Care Center i
 
22 - Senior Center
 
23 - Law Enforcement
 
2a - Spbuse
 
25 - Adult Son
 
26 - Adult Daughter
 
27 - Mother
 
28 - Father
 
29 - Other Relative
 
10^ friend ;■

Neighbor- .' '
 
32 ^  Conservator
 
33 - Guardian
3a - Religious Organixation 
35 - Nutrition Cehter
 
36 - Social Security Administration
 
37 ^ Other Cbmmunity Agency
 
38 - Other
 
■ 19 " Unknown . 
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Interview of Social"Worker
 
1. 	Does your response time to an IHSS AIDS referral
 
differ from other IHSS referrals?
 
2. 	Do you assess your AIDS cases any differently than
 
your non-AIDS clients?
 
3. 	How often do you reassess?
 
4. 	Do these clients call frequently?
 
5. 	Is most of the contact you have with these clients
 
initiated by you or the client?
 
6. 	Why do you handle all the AIDS cases?
 
7. 	Is this the general rule throughout the county?
 
8. 	Do you feel the provider problems are any different
 
from your regular IHSS clients?
 
9. 	Do you feel the needs are different?
 
10. 	Do you remember how long you have had AIDS clients?
 
11. 	Are you able to give an approximate average length
 
of IHSS involvement for the AIDS client?
 
12. 	What is the average AIDS caseload?
 
13. 	Other than , none of the people I interviewed
 
had any contact with the IHSS supervisor. Do you
 
handle both IHSS and provider issues? If so, why?
 
14. 	It seems that only one of the persons I interviewed
 
had a homemaker who was essentially a stranger._ Do
 
you find that this is the rule for most AIDS clients
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on IHSS?
 
15. I know time restraints limit your involvement with
 
clients. Do you think the time you spend is adequate
 
and all things being perfect regarding time restraints
 
you would not spend more time?
 
16. The AIDS client tells me that his condition is up
 
and down. Do you take this into consideration in
 
allotting IHSS hours?
 
17. When asked regarding support group involvement,
 
distance impacts on involvement. Do you see a need
 
for counseling?
 
18. Do you see unserved needs?
 
19. How will recent 12% cuts in IHSS hours affect the
 
AIDS client?
 
20. Do you have anything to add to the research?
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Invitation Letter
 
COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO
 
SOCIAL SERVICES GROUP
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
 
JOHN F. MICHAELSON
 
Director
 
^pty To:
 
, ii.: «94,NOfth.V6-: StltOt V, ; P 0. Boa 3279 ■ , 
^ Sao Berntfdino. CA 92401-0080 320 East "O"' Straat 
Ontario. CA 91764396 North "E"Strotx
 
: . S4n Barnardino. CA 9241S-0084
 
:□ OPSSMCH-Un.t 
U. 	881 Wast Badlands Bouiavard 
Badlands. CA 92373-8009MaU: 494.North "E" Streat 
; San Samardino. CA 92401 
G Boa 14 
Location: 780 East Giibort Siraat 13205 Markat Straat 
San Barnardmo, CA , . Trona. CA 93562 . 
ul 1300 East Mountain Vicm Siraot G 12219SacondAwanoa 
Barstow. CA 92311 Victorwilla. CA 92392-6771 . 
Z 	7977 Siarra Avanua G 16615 Mojava Avanua 
Fontana, CA 9233S Victorvilla. CA 92392 
O.n11 Baitay Sirtat •G' ■663irPima Trad .; . 
• Naadiaa,CA;92363 ■ ' Yucca Vaiiav. CA 9228A ­
: CZ 1660 Nonh Paimano 
Ontario. CA 91782 
This letter is written at the request of Pola Lopez Bouton, a 
social worker in the Adult Protective Services unit of this 
agency. Under the auspices of California State University,
San Bernardino, Ms. Bouton is conducting a research into the 
service delivery of In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS) to 
persons with AIDS, with emphasis on caregiver or provider issues. 
Ms. Bouton has asked me to send this letter to all my IHSS, clients 
with AIDS to ascertain if they would be willing to participate in 
this research. I am informed by Msa Bouton that your invplvement
would entail a personal interview by her of approximately one 
hour. Pola would also like to interview any family members
involved in your homemaker services and your IHSS homemaker. 
In addition, she would like to examine your IHSS file which 
contains such information as hours allotted, service needs and 
homemaker information. 
If you would be willing to participate in this research, please
return the attached letter of consent to me in the enclosed 
self-addressed stamped envelope. Iwill deliver your consent 
to Pola Bouton, who will then contact you by telephone to set 
up an appointment at your convenience* Pola Bouton will not be 
provided with any information about you for this research unless 
you return this consent. If you would like to discuss participation
in this research with Pola Bouton, you may contact her at the 
office at 945-3831. 
Your involvement in this research will be kept striotly confidential 
and private and is completely voluntary. 
Sincerely, 
BART BONNER 
Supervising Social Worker 
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A P P E N D I X  D 
  
C O N S E N T 
  
I  c o n s e n t  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  t h e  r e s e a r c h  i n t o  t h e  s e r v i c e 
  
d e l i v e r y  o f  I n - H o m e  S u p p o r t i v e  S e r v i c e s  ( I H S S )  t o  p e r s o n s  w i t h 
  
A I D S  b e i n g  c o n d u c t e d  b y  P o l a  L o p e z  B o u t o n /  u n d e r  t h e  a u s p i c e s  o f 
  
C a l i f o r n i a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y ,  S a n  B e r n a r d i n o . 
  
I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  i s  t o  e x a m i n e 
  
t h e  s u c c e s s  o f  t h e  I H S S  p r o g r a m  i n  m e e t i n g  t h e  n e e d s  o f  t h e  A I D S 
  
r e c i p i e n t ,  t o  i d e n t i f y  p r o v i d e r  a n d  f a m i l y  i s s u e s  a n d  t o  e x p l o r e 
  
p r o b l e m  a r e a s  a n d  u n m e t  n e e d s . 
  
I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  m y  i n v o l v e m e n t  w i l l  e n t a i l  a  p e r s o n a l 
  
i n t e r v i e w  w i t h  P o l a  B o u t o n  o f  m e  a n d  a n y  f a m i l y  m e m b e r s  i n v o l v e d 
  
i n  m y  h o m e m a k e r  s e r v i c e s  a n d  m y  I H S S  h o m e m a k e r . 
  
I  a l s o  h e r e b y  a u t h o r i z e  t h e  S a n  B e r n a r d i n o  C o u n t y  D e p a r t m e n t 
  
o f  P u b l i c  S o c i a l  S e r v i c e s  t o  r e l e a s e  a n y  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g 
  
m y  I H S S  t o  P o l a  L o p e z  B o u t o n  a n d  h e r e b y  g r a n t  h e r  p e r m i s s i o n  t o 
  
e x a m i n e  m y  I H S S  s e r v i c e  f i l e  f o r  p u r p o s e s  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h . 
  
I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  m y  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i s  v o l u n t a r y  a n d  t h a t  a l l 
  
i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  c o n f i d e n t i a l  a n d  t h a t  m y  i d e n t i t y  w i l l  n o t  b e 
  
r e v e a l e d - I  a m  f r e e  t o  w i t h d r a w  c o n s e n t  a n d  t o  d i s c o n t i n u e 
  
p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e  p r o j e c t  a t  a n y  t i m e .  A n y  q u e s t i o n s  t h a t 
  
I  h a v e  a b o u t  t h e  p r o j e c t  w i l l  b e  a n s w e r e d  b y  t h e  r e s e a r c h e r , 
  
P o l a  L o p e z  B o u t o n ,  o r  b y  t h e  p r o j e c t  s u p e r v i s o r /  M a r j o r i e  H u n t *  P h . D - 

C a l i f o r n i a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y ,  S a n  B e r n a r d i n o ,  a t  ( 7 1 4 )  8 8 0 - 5 4 9 6 . 
  
C a l i f o r n i a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y ,  S a n  B e r n a r d i n o ,  a n d  t h e  f e s e a r c h e r 
  
n a m e d  b e l o w  h a v e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  i n s u r i n g  t h a t  p a r t i c i p a n t s 
  
i n  r e s e a r c h  p r o j e c t s  c o n d u c t e d  u n d e r  u n i v e r s i t y  a u s p i c e s  a r e 
  
s a f e g u a r d e d  f r o m  i n j u r y  o r  h a r m  r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  s u c h  p a r t i c i p a t i o n ^ 
  
I f  a n y  c o n c e r n s  i n  t h i s  r e g a r d  s h o u l d  a r i s e ,  I  m a y  c o n t a c t  t h e 
  
r e s e a r c h e r  i n d i c a t e d  b e l o w ,  o r  D r .  M a r j o r i e  H u n t ,  a t  8 8 0 - 5 4 9 6 . 
  
O n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  t h e  a b o v e  s t a t e m e n t s ,  I  a g r e e  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n 
  
t h i s  p r o j e c t . 
  
R e s e a r c h e r :  P o l a  L o p e z  B o u t o n 
  
P a r t i c i p a n t ' s  s i g n a t u r e  D a t e  P .  O .  B o x  1 0 8 8 
  
R a n c h o  C u c a m o n g a , 
  
C a l i f o r n i a  9 1 7 3 0 
  
W o r k :  9 4 5 - 3 8 3 1 
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APPENDIX E
 
Invitation Letter;
 
COUNTY OFSAN BERNARDINO
 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
 
JOHN F. MICHAELSON
 
Director
 
■; 	4»4 North "E" Stt»«t — ^b. eo«»37» 
Sth eoinoc^ho. CA i240t^e0 mo c.it -O" Si.t« 
Z 3»6 Nonh •I* St.«»i y. • '®Son B«fn4r0ine. CA •341S^M S WU - ^h StrMi 
Konche CwC*mort94. CA 11730) orss MCH>Urut 
C 811 w«4t iweitnes •ouNvo'dM44: 4»4 Nohh t RcdUndt. CA t2373 B008 
^ fttmordtfte. CA 93401 O 8oi 14loc4hbh; 780 Emi GaSdrt St»t«» , Two# M»f»oi 8t»»#l 
Son •om.rdW*. CA Twno.CA 83662 
Z 1300 fMl Moontom V««» Z 13318 Second A*«n«o 
Baxiow.CA 93311 VietofwMo. CA 82393-6771 
U 7977 AvoTKid Q 16618 Mojtv# Avtnud 
rehiah*. CA 93i33S Vieior«iii«. CA 93393 
Z 1111 e»«#* Sirtoi Z 663il1 »*«« Tfoi 
NMdits. CA 93363 Vwee* V4M4Y. CA 93384 
Z 	1980 North r^imttio Z 61607 38 ^ oN^H-^wBY.Sid.E 
6«».«. CA 91763 JoBhM4 Ttto. CA 93353 
It has been several weeks since I wrote to you asicing fpr your
participat5ort ' r-esearch being conducted by Pola Bouton,
under the ' is of California State University. SanBernardino. ;ormed ypu, the purpose of^the research 
is to examine the success of the IHSS program in meeting theneeds Of the AIDS recipient and tb explore problem areas and 
■ unmet' needs'* . 'including.' ■ homeina,ker ■ issues. 
Verv few IH * > 	 responded to that letter and Pola
has reouestcu " iKit;ar letter urging your participation
in this research. As I informed you previously. P®"" r_„_pation would entail an interview, in your home, of about onu hour.Lthough Pola would also like to talk to yo«>^
family members involved in your homemaker services. Pola _still like to talk to you even if.you prefer that your family and/or
homemaker do not become involved in this research. 
To try to encourage you to participatef Pola is^offering a
movie pass for two to the General Cinema ®®®^tedindividual agreeing to participate in ^®®®"®^* 
before, your involvement in this research will be kept strictlyconfidential and private and is completely voluntary. 
If you would be willing to participate in this reseairch* pleasereturn the consent previously mailed to 	 prefer,
you may call me at 945-3858 or Pola Bouton at 945-3831. 
Sincerelyr ^ 
BART BONNER 
SuperVising Social Worker 
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Movie Pass
 
MontciairPlozG Cinema

,^3- General
 
. 4955 S. Plaza Lane ,
 
Montclair.California 91763 ,
Cinema
 
714^21-9169
 
IhKA Uitt.A wcl/ admit /' ou and one yue^t to net any feaiute
 
at (ienenal Cinema nontcLain /-3 on (itnenaJ Cinema noniclain
 
$uAi pneAent ihiA Letien to the box office and oun caAhaen
 
u/iil pneAent you u/ith youn admiAAion ticheifAJ. TheAe tickein
 
ciAtt ^oofi ofiJL^ Oft cla^ Laau^(^»
 
0ccdALonal cOAiAactual oblL^atLoaa with c^Atain di^tf^ibutoAA
 
and iht. pAt,A€,Atation of Apt.cial ft.atuAt.A /nay /le^tncct tAe ude of
 
thiA paAAe
 
H ^t ou havA any <^u^AtLoaa picaAt, caid ua at Y7/^ A ($^/-9/^9*
 
S'JCnL­
li/Llliam Jfaciyej
 
CxpieeA /tanayea
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Part 1
 
Assessment of Client Functioning
 
Assessment of physical appearance of client and residence;
 
Clean Dirty
 
Adequate Inadequate
 
House 1 2 3 4 5
 
Yard 1 2 3 4 5
 
Client 1 2 3 4 5
 
hygiene 1 . 2 3 4 5
 
hair 1 2 3 4 5
 
nails 1 2 3 4 5
 
teeth 1 2 3 4 5
 
shaved 1 2 3 4 5
 
appropriate clothing 1 2 3 4 5
 
Physical manifestations of illness:
 
Skin:
 
Mobility:
 
Robust or frail:
 
Voice:
 
Breathing:
 
Dependency:
 
Other:
 
Description of present state of health;
 
Acute Chronic
 
Physical:
 
Mental:
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. Part 2 ■ ■ 
Interview of IHSS Recipient
 
1. 	Do you think it took a long time from the time you made
 
the request for IHSS until the time you began to
 
receive the services?
 
2. 	Did this cause you any hardship?
 
3. 	Were you able to care for yourself before you started
 
receiving IHSS?
 
4. 	If not, who was caring for you?
 
5. 	when was the last time you were hospitalized?
 
6. 	How long was your hospitalization? What was the
 
diagnosis of your hospitalization?
 
7. 	Was the fact that you were receiving IHSS a key
 
consideration in allowing you to return hoife from the
 
hospital?
 
8. 	How often have you been hospitalized since you have
 
been,on IHSS?
 
9. 	Have you been placed in a skilled nursing facility?
 
Why? For how. long? How did you feel about that?
 
10. 	Do you think you could live on your own without IHSS?
 
11. 	Do you or your homemaker prepare your meals? How many
 
meals do you eat per day?
 
12. Do you feel you are eating properly?
 
j_3 ^ Are you on a speeial diet? Does your homemak®t
 
the 	diet?
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Part 2
 
14. 	What household chores are you able to do for yourself?
 
15. 	What personal care chores are you able to do for
 
16. 	What things are you unable to do for yourself that
 
your homemaker is not doing? Why?
 
17. 	Do you need help administering your medication?
 
Does someone give you this help?
 
18. 	Does your homemaker provide transportation to the
 
doctor?,
 
19. 	Does your homemaker provide paramedical services?
 
If so, do you think she is trained to do so?
 
20. 	Have you changed residences since your illness?
 
How do you feel about that? Would you change your
 
living situation if you could?
 
21. 	Does your homemaker live with you?
 
22. 	Do you feel you need 24 hour care?
 
23. 	Is the amount of privacy you have sufficient to meet
 
your needs? (Rinke, 1987)
 
24. 	What safety measures do you or your homemaker take
 
to prevent infection?
 
25. 	How long have you been on IHSS service?
 
26. 	How many homemakers have you had?
 
27. 	why did you change homemakers?
 
28. 	Do you like your present homemaker? If not, why
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do 	you continue with this homemaker?
 
29. 	Is your homemaker related to you?
 
30. 	If so, has this changed your relationship?
 
31. 	Is there anything you don't like about your homemaker?
 
32. 	Has your homemaker ever yelled at you?
 
33. 	Has your homemaker every shoved or slapped you?
 
34. 	Has your homemaker every taken anything of yours
 
without permission?
 
35. 	Does your homemaker help you handle your money?
 
36. 	How long has this homemaker worked for you?
 
37. 	Do you think your homemaker receives enough hours
 
from the IHSS program?
 
38. 	Does your homemaker perform all the tasks that s/he
 
is paid to do , as far as you know?
 
39. 	Is the care you receive up to your standards or have
 
you made adjustments in your expectations?
 
40. 	Are you or your family involved in support groups or
 
services?
 
41. 	Does your condition and capacity to care for yourself
 
vary?
 
42i Do you have needs which are not being served?
 
43. 	Have your hours been increased or decreased since you
 
. . have been on service?
 
44. 	When you have questions or problems with your
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homemaker service, who do you speak to?
 
45. 	Have you had any trouble getting to talk to your
 
social worker or other workers at the Department of
 
Social Services?
 
46. 	How would you rate your contact with the homemaker
 
department?
 
47. 	How do you feel about the social worker who works
 
with you?
 
48. 	Did your social worker do anything that particularly
 
helped you?
 
49. 	Did he do anything that particularly upset you or
 
that you did not like?
 
50. 	How much contact do you have with your social worker?
 
Is that enough?
 
51. 	Do you remember what you discussed in your last
 
conversation with your social worker?
 
52. 	Do you talk to the social worker or the homemaker
 
supervisor more frequently?
 
53. 	Do you have any positives or negatives about the
 
program you would like to discuss?
 
54. 	May I help you in any way?
 
55. 	Do you have anything that you would like to include
 
in this research?
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Interview of Family Member
 
1. 	Are you involved in any way with caregiving or the
 
homemaking service?
 
2. 	Are you the primary caregiver or is IHSS used as
 
respite?
 
3. 	What assistance do you provide?
 
4. 	Do other family members help?
 
5. 	Has your relationship changed since you became
 
caregiver?
 
6. 	Has your living arrangement changed?
 
7. 	Do you have trouble keeping up with household chores?
 
8. 	Has the social worker helped you in any way?
 
9. 	Are you able to reach the social worker when you
 
need 	to do so?
 
10. 	How often do you see a social worker? Is that enough?
 
11. 	In what areas could you use help?
 
12. 	Has the social worker directed you to other resources?
 
13. 	Have they helped?
 
14. 	Do you belong to a support group?
 
15. 	Does being the paid provider allow you to be the
 
caregiver?
 
16. 	What have you had to give up to become the caregiver?
 
17. 	Do you feel that he does all that he is able?
 
18. 	Have you ever become so stressed with the care
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that you have yelled at him? Have you ever struck
 
him? . . . . '
 
19. 	Do they contribute their fair share to the household
 
expenses?
 
20. 	Do you think he should be placed out-of-home?
 
21. 	Have you ever tried to place him out-of-home?
 
22. 	If you are not the caregiver, how do you rate his
 
caregiver?
 
23. 	Do you feel that you do more than what you are paid
 
■ ■to.:do.? . 
24. 	 What kind of training did you get? Is that enough? 
25. 	 What do you do to protect the patient from infection? 
26. 	 How would you rate your knowledge about his illness? 
27. 	 Do you have any comments you would like to include 
in this research? 
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Interview of IHSS Provider
 
1. 	How long have you been on the job?
 
2. 	Have you worked as an IHSS provider before?
 
3. 	Have you had any specific training in caring for an
 
AIDS qlient? Was it enough?
 
4. 	Have you worked for other AIDS ciients?
 
5. 	Would you work for an AIDS client again?
 
6. 	DO you feel your work is irtiportant? ; '
 
7. 	Do you or have you had any problems with the client's 
■ ■ ':behavior?:.	 v.
 
8. 	If you live in, how are the sleep-in conditions?
 
9. 	What particular jobs are yOu asked to perfprm that
 
you do not like? What, if anything, are things you
 
like about the job?
 
10. How do you rate the pay? Is it fair for what you do?
 
11. What safety precautions do you take to protect your
 
client from infection? Yourself?
 
12. Are you able to talk to your homemaker supervisor?
 
13. Do you find her supportive?
 
14. Has anyone given you a hard time because you care for
 
an 	AIDS client?
 
15. Do you have any fears connected with this?
 
16. Do you feel close to your client?
 
17. Is he demanding?
 
18. Do you do a variety of chores?
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19. 	Do you feel that the information you reqeivod about 
your client was^-oomplete'?; ■ 
20. 	Do you feel he needs services that he is not receiving?
 
21. 	Do you have enough supplies end/or equipment?
 
22. 	Are you treated with respect?
 
23. 	Have you ever lost your temper with your client and
 
yelled at him? Shoved him? Been rough with him?
 
24. 	How much contact do you have with the homemaker
 
department? Is that enough?
 
25. 	Do you have other concerns that we have not discussed?
 
(Some of the above questions were suggested by a reading
 
of Feldman, Sapienza and Kane, 1990,)
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